
STATE OF CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT SITING COUNCIL

Petition of BNE Energy Inc. for a Petition No. 983
Declaratory Ruling for the Location,
Construction and Operation of a 4.8 MW
Wind Renewable Generating Project on
Flagg Hill Road in Colebrook,
Connecticut (“Wind Colebrook South”) May 10, 2011

MOTION TO STRIKE 
SUPPLEMENTAL PRE-FILED TESTIMONY OF GLENN CHALDER

Petitioner BNE Energy Inc. (“BNE”) hereby moves to strike the supplemental pre-filed 

testimony of Glenn Chalder, dated May 4, 2011, filed by FairwindCT, Inc., Stella and Michael 

Somers and Susan Wagner’s (collectively the “Grouped Parties”).  The Grouped Parties yet 

again have failed to comply with the pre-filing schedule in this proceeding.  Furthermore, the 

supplemental pre-filed testimony is baseless and misleading.  As such, the supplemental 

testimony should be stricken from the record for the reasons set forth below:

1. This petition was filed on December 6, 2010.

2. The Council set a pre-filing deadline of March 15, 2011 for this proceeding, a 

deadline for the issuance of interrogatories of March 30, 2011, and a second pre-filing deadline 

of April 7, 2011.

3. Despite these clear deadlines, the Grouped Parties filed this supplemental 

testimony on May 4, 2011—almost an entire month after the final pre-filing deadline in this 

proceeding.

4. Not only was the testimony filed after the pre-filing deadline, it was also filed 

nine days after the close of the evidentiary hearings in this proceeding.
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5. The submission of the Supplemental Testimony at this late date and in violation 

of the pre-filing schedule in place in this proceeding is highly prejudicial to BNE in that BNE 

will not have any opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Chalder or propound interrogatories to the 

Grouped Parties regarding this supplemental testimony.

6. In addition, the submission of the supplemental testimony at this late date and in 

violation of the pre-filing schedule in place in this proceeding is yet another example of the 

Grouped Parties’ refusal to comply with Council procedure in this proceeding and yet another 

attempt to evade Council rulings.  Specifically, the Grouped Parties have filed numerous motions 

to delay the hearings in this proceeding and re-arrange the hearing schedule.  All of those 

baseless attempts have been denied.  Rather than complying with the Council’s rulings, the 

Grouped Parties choose to ignore the Council’s decisions, and the late filing of this supplemental 

testimony is yet another example of this.  The Grouped Parties’ refusal not only to understand 

Council procedure but to comply with orders issued in this proceeding should not be condoned.

7. Furthermore, the supplemental testimony is baseless, incorrect and misleading.  It 

refers to seven turbines and provides visual renderings depicting seven turbines.  As the Council 

is well aware, BNE’s petition in this proceeding proposes to construct three wind turbines at the 

Flagg Hill Road site.  Despite the Grouped Parties’ repeated efforts to consolidate this petition 

with other BNE petitions pending before the Council, the Council has rejected such efforts twice.  

The petitions are not consolidated.  Items submitted into the record in each proceeding must 

therefore relate to the petition at issue—a concept that should be evident on its face, although 

this concept continues to elude the Grouped Parties.  It is improper to submit documents into the

record referring to seven turbines and will serve only to mislead and muddy the record.
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The Grouped Parties’ repeated attempts to consolidate BNE’s petitions have failed.  The 

Grouped Parties should not now be allowed to subvert the Council’s rulings that the petitions 

should not be consolidated by submitting documents into the record which depict the petitions as 

consolidated.  To allow Mr. Chalder’s testimony would be to muddy the record with incorrect 

and misleading information.

8. The supplemental testimony is not only misleading in terms of number of 

turbines, but also in the rendering of individual turbines.  Mr. Chalder’s renderings depict 

turbines floating in mid-air and sited in the middle of the street.  See, e.g. Exhibit 1, Figures 8, 5, 

E, F and G; Exhibit 2, Figures B-K; Exhibit 3, Figures B-G.  Again, as the Council is well aware, 

and is clear from the record, BNE’s petition in this proceeding proposes to construct three wind 

turbines at the Flagg Hill Road site.  No turbine is proposed to be sited in the middle of any street 

and certainly no turbine will be floating in mid-air.  This supplemental testimony is baseless and 

entirely misleading.  

WHEREFORE, based on the foregoing and based on the Grouped Parties’ continued 

failure and refusal to comply with the Council’s schedule in this proceeding, the supplemental 

testimony should be stricken from the record.  

For these reasons, BNE the pre-filed testimony of Glenn Chalder should be stricken from 

the record in this proceeding. 
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Respectfully Submitted,

BNE ENERGY INC.

By: /s/ Lee D. Hoffman
Lee D. Hoffman
Bonnie L. Heiple
Pullman & Comley, LLC
90 State House Square
Hartford, CT  06103-3702
Juris No. 409177
860-424-4300 (p)
860-424-4370 (f)
Its Attorneys
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CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that a copy of the foregoing has been mailed this date to all parties and 
intervenors of record. 

Richard Roznoy 
11 School Street
P. O. Box 850
East Granby, CT 06026

Nicholas J. Harding  
Emily A. Gianquinto
Reid and Riege, P.C.
One Financial Plaza
Hartford, CT 06103

John R. Morissette (electronic format only)
Manager-Transmission Siting and Permitting
The Connecticut Light & Power Company
P.O. Box 270
Hartford, CT  06141-0270

Christopher R. Bernard (electronic format only)
Manager-Regulatory Policy (Transmission)
The Connecticut Light & Power Company
P.O. Box 270
Hartford, CT  06141-0270

Joaquina Borges King (electronic format only)
Senior Counsel
The Connecticut Light & Power Company
P.O. Box 270
Hartford, CT  06141-0270

Thomas D. McKeon
First Selectman
Town of Colebrook
P.O. Box 5
Colebrook, CT  06021

David R. Lawrence MD
Jeannie Lemelin LPN
30 Flagg Hill Road
Colebrook, CT  06021
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David M. Cusick
Howd, Lavieri & Finch, LLP
682 Main Street
Winsted, CT  06098

Walter M. Zima
Brandy Grant
12B Greenwood Turnpike
Winsted, CT  06098

Eva Villanova
134 Forest Avenue
Winsted, CT  06098

/s/ Lee D. Hoffman
Lee D. Hoffman
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